Access Statement for Self Catering Units Robins Nest and Swallows Nest
We welcome everyone to Strefford Hall, although due to Robins Nest being on the first
floor we are unable to accommodate less able guests. Swallows Nest has a disability
rating of level 2. If you have any specific requests or questions that you would like to
discuss please call or email.
Travelling to Self Catering by Public Transport
Rail Travel;
Craven Arms Railway is 2 miles away.
Local Taxis are available for transport to and from the railway;
Rocket Cars: 07890904732
Alan’s Cabs: 07970683126
Church Stretton Railway is 5 miles away.
Local Taxies are available for transport to and from the railway;
Able Taxi Service: 01694 724770
A.S Morris & son: 01694 722876
We can collect by prier arrangement (If not to busy).
Bus Travel;
For information on local bus travel ring Travel Line on 08712002233.
It is also possible to book a community bus, as due to our rural setting there is no regular
bus service.
Arrival and Car Parking Facilities
On leaving the A49, continue for approximately ¼ mile. Strefford Hall is the first
property on the right, turn into driveway where there is plenty of parking in a designated
tarmac parking area. All of which is level.
There is a designated disabled parking space outside Swallows Nest.
Robins Nest
There are 14 checker plate metal steps into the self catering approximately 21cm high and
25cm deep. There is a support rail both sides of the steps which is 112cm high. Therefore
it is not suitable for less able people.
There is a balcony with a seating area at the top of the stairs, and a paved garden area at
the bottom of the stairs with a seating area.
The unit is level throughout.

Bedroom Lights
The main room light has a switch by the door. There are two separate reading lamps by
each side of the bed.
Bedroom
If you have any specific requirements for bedding please phone or email. There is a
double bed with 21cm under space. The dressing table has a tilting mirror for ease of use.
Bathroom
The bath is 51cm high with an overhead shower.
Swallows Nest
There is a level ramp with support rails either side into Swallows Nest; therefore this unit
is suitable for less able people.
The unit is level throughout. All doorways are a minimum of 80cm wide to allow
wheelchair access. All doors are fitted with cottage latch fixtures.
A patio door in the unit allows access to a paved garden area at the back of the property.
There is a carver chair available and raisers for the dining room table.
Ensuite Bathroom
The bathroom area has a slide door for ease of access and is level throughout with a non
slip floor. There are drop down grab rails both sides of the toilet, left hand side of the
hand basin and shower area. There is plenty of space for transfer to the toilet from the left
hand side if needed. There is a portable shower chair. Lever taps are used both in the
bathroom and the kitchen.
Bedroom Lights
The bedroom has a light switch by the door and a pull switch over the bed; there are two
separate reading lamps by each side of the bed.
Bedroom
If you have any specific requirements for bedding please phone or email. There is a
double bed with 21cm under space. The dressing table has a tilting mirror for ease of use
and a raised power point.
Laundry

The laundry room is situated in the farm house which is a distance of approx. 30metres.
The route is level, with a ramped entrance to the laundry room.
General
Both the units are lockable with a key.
Bedroom heating is thermostatically controlled and adjustable by guests.
Sorry but there is no internet access in Robins or Swallows Nest but it is available in the
guest lounge in the farmhouse.

